The Springfield Coal Elevation map for Menard County contains elevation data for coal beds and is subject to error. The data may not be accurately portrayed or resolved. This data set provides a large-scale overview of the coal elevations. For more detailed information, consult the ISGS County煤 seam maps and detailed maps of the Illinois coal fields. The County Coal Map Series contains general maps and detailed maps of the Illinois coal fields. For more information, contact the Illinois State Geological Survey. The map contains bed elevations in a graph of the elevations shown in bold. The bed elevations are subject to error. The data may not be accurately portrayed or resolved. This data set provides a large-scale overview of the coal elevations. For more detailed information, consult the ISGS County coal seam maps and detailed maps of the Illinois coal fields. The County Coal Map Series contains general maps and detailed maps of the Illinois coal fields. For more information, contact the Illinois State Geological Survey.